INTRODUCTION
The :-Bernoulli polynomials B n, : (x) are defined by the generating function e (x&1Â2) z
where g : (z) :=2 : 1(:+1)(J : (z)Âz : ). The series in (1) converges for |z| < 2 | j 1 |, where j 1 = j 1 (:) is a zero of J : (z)Âz : of least modulus. The polynomials B n, : (x), n=0, 1, 2, ..., are defined for all complex values of : except for :=&1, &2, &3, .... Some general properties of these polynomials are given in [5, 6] . Among other things we proved the following result.
Theorem A. Let : be a complex number, not a negative integer. For each entire function f of exponential type {<2 | j 1 | which is bounded on the real axis, we have
Here, B k, : :=B k, : (0). We denote by B { the class of all entire functions of exponential type { bounded on the real axis. In the case := 1 2 it had been observed that a complex variable can be introduced in (2) ; the formula f $(z)= :
holds [3, Formula 9.5; 9, p. 220] for all complex numbers z if f # B { , {<2?. A natural extension of (3) using the :-Bernoulli polynomials leads us to consider a generalized derivative defined by
=f $(z)+(2:&1) 
if the series converges. We see at once from (4) that
The limiting case : Ä gives, in view of Taylor's formula and the relation [5, p. 309 ] lim : Ä B k, : (x)=(x& 
So, the -derivative corresponds exactly to the central finite differences' operator. It will also be seen that
if both the series converge. Here, 2f (z) :=f (z+1)& f (z) is the usual finite difference's operator and 2 k f (z) :=2 k&1 (2f (z)) for k 2. The first series in (7) converges for each f # B { with {<?. The second series is defined for more general functions, including f (z)= 1 z , z{0, &1, &2, ... . In general the series in (4) converges for each f # B { with {<2 | j 1 |. This is a consequence of the famous Bernstein's inequality [1] , which we use here in the form [2] | f 
as k Ä .
Here we present approximation theoretic applications of the :-derivative (4). This is done by introducing an expansion of the form
where b : (`n ;`=0) k! , k, : (z),
Functions possessing a representation of the form (10) are said to be :-analytic in the neighborhood of z 0 .
The particular cases (5), (6) , and (7) are respectively Taylor's expansion
Stirling's expansion
and (essentially) Newton's expansion
The associated polynomials , n, : (z) are
and , n, &1Â2 (z)= :
The expansion (10) can be put in a more general context (Subsection 2.1) where a remainder can be presented with the concept of indicator diagram of f. Our method gives another representation for the remainder associated with the expansion (10) . In order to state the result in question, it is useful to introduce the :-integral
if the series converges. It will become clear that the following identities hold, Formula (28) readily gives
if N is a nonnegative integer.
With the help of the :-integral it becomes possible to give a representation for a remainder which can be considered in (10) . The representation is explicit in the sense that
where
and
We now describe the details of the :-calculus.
THE :-DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
Consider formally the integrals
The polynomials B n, : (x) satisfy [5] the relations B$ n, : (x)=nB n&1, : (x) and B n, : (1)=(&1) n B n, : ; using these properties and integrating by parts, we obtain
and infer the relation
Concerning the question of convergence, we prove the following result, from which Theorem A corresponds to z=0 and (3) corresponds to := Theorem 2.1. Let z be a complex number. For each f # B { we have, if {<2 | j 1 |,
Proof. Given a complex number t we have, by (1) ,
Using Cauchy's inequalities, we obtain
for \<2 | j 1 |, where c 0 is independent of N. Now we have
It follows from (8) and (38) that, for each \<2 | j 1 |,
where k f (:, {, z) is independent of N. Thus,
if {<\ and the result follows since \ can be chosen arbitrarily close to 2 | j 1 |. K
We denote the left-hand member of (36) by b : ( f; z). The sum defining it contains only the derivatives of odd order of f. The particularity of the case := 1 2 is that the Bernoulli numbers B n =: B n, 1Â2 are all equal to zero if n 3 is odd. It remains then only one term (the one corresponding to k=1) in the lefthand member of (36); that term is f $(z) and we get (3) . In that sense, b : ( f; z) is an extension of the ordinary derivative; we may call it the :-derivative (or the Bernoulli Bessel derivative) of the function f at the point z. In view of Theorem 2.1, b : ( f; z) is certainly defined for all complex numbers z if f # B { , {<2 | j 1 |. Also, the :-derivative of a polynomial of degree n is a polynomial of degree (n&1).
It is not difficult to define precisely the :-derivative of order n. We put b 
for n=1, 2, 3, .... We have
where d
(1)
for n=2, 3, .... Also, d
0, : :=1 and d
k, : are fundamental quantities in our theory. Using the relation B k, :
and (1), we see that
By mathematical induction, we then obtain
Note also that, from (43) where
In particular, for n 1,
and, since the function (e zÂ2 &e &zÂ2 )Âg : (izÂ2) is odd,
Some examples of non-zero coefficients are
23040(:+1) 2 (:+2) .
A more general relation than (46) is
= :
Here are some examples. We have . Also, we have
for n=0, 1, ..., m. In order to prove (53), we consider the :-expansion (10) where z 0 =0. Applying the operator b : on both sides, we obtain
On the other hand, the :-expansion (10) applied to b : ( f ; z) gives
It readily follows from (54) and (55) that
and (53) is simply the direct extension. Another formula, which follows from (43) and (46), is
for |c|<2 | j 1 |. The :-derivative is not defined in general for functions like f (z)= 
but this series may not converge even for large values of |z|. We would want to treat b : ( 1 z ; z) as a kind of``:-distribution''; we will not go further in that direction except to note that
where $ is the Dirac distribution. For :=& Some properties of the :-derivative follow at once from the definition. The operator b : is linear and
We have also
Other simple properties are already less obvious. For example, no simple expression for b : ( f (cz); z), in terms of the b
: ( f (`);`=cz), seems to be easily available, except for c=0, \1. In order to obtain non-trivial properties, we introduce a representation formula.
The :-Expansion
We examine briefly a general situation. See [2, Sect. 9.10] for generalities and [4] for more specific details. Consider the expansion
where the G n (w) are continuous and the convergence is uniform on a contour 1 containing the indicator diagram of f (z). There is a representation of the form
The function ,(w) is the Borel transform of f. A case of particular interest is G n (w)=(`(w)) n where`(w) is analytic and univalent in the neighborhood of the origin, with`(0)=0. Then we have e zw = :
The classical expansions are (A) Taylor Series. We take`(w)=w so that w(`)=`, u n (z)=z n Ân!, and
(B) Stirling Series. We take`(w)=e
The :-expansion (10) corresponds to the choicè
with
. This follows from (65), (57), and the Po lya representation [2, p. 74]
It is also a consequence of (65), (43), and the relation (see (46))
Remark 2.1. It is not without interest to observe here that (56) can be obtained from (67) and (57):
Before we present our second theorem, we observe that the condition b : ( f ; z)#0, where f is :-analytic (i.e., expressible in the form (10)
: ( f (z); z=z 0 )#0, n 1, and so
Looking now at (57), we see that
if l is an integer such that |l| < | j 1 |Â?. Theorem 2.2. Let z 0 and z be complex numbers. There exists a positive constant {(:) such that the expansion
holds for all f # B { if {<{(:). Moreover, we have {(:)<2? if :> 1 2 . The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be a direct consequence of the next two lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let z be a complex number. There exists a positive constant
where c 1 is independent of n.
Proof. The function`(w) defined by (68) is analytic for |w| <2 | j 1 | and (0)=0. By the Lagrange Bu rmann Theorem [8, Sect. 2.4] it has an analytic inverse w=w(`) in a neighborhood of`=0. Thus, using (67) and Cauchy's inequalities, we obtain
(a) Since , n, : (0)=0, n 1, we deduce at once from the above inequality and Schwarz Lemma that
for |z| 1, where c* is independent of n and z.
(b) Formula (17) readily implies that
The bound given in (73) is thus essentially best possible for arbitrary :. We note also that, in view of (16) and Stirling's formula,
as n Ä .
where c 2 is independent of n and k.
Proof. The inequality (77) follows from (46) with another application of Cauchy's inequalities. K Remark 2.4. A straightforward consequence of (43), (8) , and (77) is an inequality of the form
which holds for each f # B { if {<2 | j 1 |. In particular, the class B { is closed under :-differentiation whenever {<2 | j 1 |.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The formal proof runs as follows:
by (11) and (47), =f (z).
Thus, we need only to justify the change in the order of summation. The series in consideration are absolutely convergent since, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, they are bounded by geometrical series which converge for all z if { is sufficiently small. K
The Product Formula
Leibniz's formula
is one of the most classical result of differential calculus. It can be proved easily by mathematical induction. In order to obtain an extension of this formula, we choose another approach. We write
This simple method leads us to the following extension of (79).
Theorem 2.3. For n=0, 1, 2, ..., we have the relation
Some simple calculations show that
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Using the :-expansion (10), we may write Formula (85) can also be seen as an addition formula for g : (z). The relation (84) corresponds to := Remark 2.5. In the context of the general situation encountered at the beginning of Subsection 2.1, it is possible to give a more algebraic extension of (84). It follows indeed from (67) that (79) that
The limiting case : Ä of (86) gives, in view of (16) and (68), the gamma identity
We can also deduce from Theorem 2.3 another (see (51)) addition formula for the quantities d .
Proof. Using (43) and (79), we obtain
On the other hand, Theorem 2.3 and (43) give
and the result follows by comparison of (89) 
The Composition Formula
A general formula for the expansion of ( f( g(z))) (n) is that of Faa Di Bruno [7, p. 34 
where c(r 1 , ..., r n ) :=n!Â(r 1 ! } } } r n !(1!) r 1 } } } (n!) r n ) and ?(n, k) means that the summation is over all the nonnegative integers r 1 , ..., r n such that r 1 +2r 2 + } } } +nr n =n and r 1 +r 2 } } } +r n =k. In order to extend (92), we consider the :-expansion f ( g(z))= :
Applying the operator b : ( ; z) on both sides of (93), we obtain
We have thus the following result. : ( f ( g(z)); z)= :
Let us show that (92) is a special case of Theorem 2.4. For := 1 2 , we have
and we obtain a formula which is known to be equivalent to (92).
Remark 2.6. We can also expand b (z) ); z) starting with (43) and using (92). It results an expression which gives, when compared with the right-hand member of (95), the formula
for l=1, 2, 3, ... . (95), cannot be simplified easily in general. It remains however some cases of particular interest. Consider the example g(z)=e
may be used to introduce the so-called Stirling's numbers of the second kind S(n, k), 1 k n. We have S(n, 1) = S(n, n) = 1 and S(n, k) = kS(n&1, k)+S(n&1, k&1) for 1<k<n. Using (43) and (97), we can write
r! S(r, k)=: S : (n, k)
may be called the :-Stirling's numbers of the second kind. For instances, we have S 1Â2 (n, k)=S(n, k) and some elementary combinatorial identities lead us to
Another particular value is S &1Â2 (n, 1)=(
e+1 ) n , n 1. The :-Stirling's numbers of the first kind may be defined by the relation
with s : (n, k) := :
The numbers s(n, k)=s 1Â2 (n, k), 1 k n, are the usual Stirling's numbers of the first kind, which can be defined by the recurrence relation s(n, n)=1, s(n, 1)=(n&1)! and s(n, k)=(n&1) s(n&1, k)+s(n&1, k&1) for 1<k<n.
THE :-INTEGRAL CALCULUS
The way chosed to introduce the :-integral by (18), namely
is very natural and properties (19), (20), (23), (24) follow easily from this definition. Some examples of calculations are
:
if |c| is sufficiently small.
Proof of (21). Using the :-expansion and (104), we have
We present now two proofs of the additivity property (25).
Proof (First Proof of (25)). We use the idea of the preceding proof:
Proof (Second Proof of (25)). Recall that an :-analytic function F such that b : (F(z); z)#0 must be a constant. Let
Using (20), we have b : (F(z); z)= f (z)& f (z)=0 for all z. Thus, F(z)# F(z 0 )=0 by (21) and the result follows. K
We look now more closely at formula (30). We will deduce it from a general version of the integration by parts formula.
Theorem 3.1. The following formula holds:
Proof. For n=1, the product formula (80) can be written as
( g(t); t).
Formula (107) follows from (19) when an :-integration is performed on both sides of (108). K
The first :-integral appearing in the right-hand member of formula (107) is the case m=1 in the double summation. Written in the way chosed, we see at once that (107) is a direct generalization of the classical integration by parts formula since c k, m (1, A limited version of the general expansion (64) is obtainable from (65) when G n (w)=(`(w)) n , with |`(w)| <1 on 1. Then we have
In the case (68), the relation (30) is a new form for the remainder. We replace, in (107), f (t) by 1 n! , n, : (z&t) and g(t) by b
: ( f (t); t). The application of Theorem 3.1 then gives
where R n, : (z 0 , z) is defined by (31). The relation (30) is obtained by simplification of the telescoping series N n=1 (R n, : (z 0 , z)&R n&1, : (z 0 , z)). Remark 3.1. It is clear that (30) holds for any polynomial. For f (z)=z j , 0 j N, we obtain the relation
4. OTHER RESULTS
The case :=& 1 2
The relation [7, p. 313 
, relating the values of the Bernoulli and Euler polynomials at x=0, gives at once
A particularity of the case :=& 1 2 is the pair of relations
That (113) and (114) are equivalent is an immediate consequence of the combinatorial pair a n = :
Proof of Formula (114)). We may put the (& 
in the context of (64) where we take`(w)=2((e wÂ2 &e &wÂ2 )Â(e wÂ2 +e &wÂ2 )), so that
with, in particular,
It follows from (117) and (118) that
. K Newton's expansion (14) follows from (113) since, by (117),
In the above reasoning, the identity
whence, in view of (120),
It follows that
with c=G(z 0 )=0. This proves formula (28). A direct calculation using (28) is
The right-hand member of (123) is a finite sum when z&z 0 is an integer.
The Stirling's Expansion with Remainder
We examine the coefficients c k, m (n, :) as : Ä . From (16) and (81) we see that
Using the -binomial formula (see (85)) where a=b and a is replaced by ia, we obtain, with w :=sin(
i.e.,
We will be more precise for n=1, the case to be considered in the expansion (30). Proof. The first part of the lemma is obtained by direct computation using (124); we have
Formula (128) follows at once from (127) since its left-hand member then reduced to 2c 1, m (1, ). K Taking into account the above lemma, we deduce the following result. for k=1, 2, 3, ..., where d k is an integer depending only on k and P N(k) (:, n) is a polynomial in : of degree N(1) :=0 and N(k) := 
Using repeatedly this relation, we obtain
(n+2k)! =(&2) n :
where l 0 :=k and l n :=0.
Special Quantities
The limiting case : Ä 1 2 has a special character (we would also consider : Ä &1, &2, ...). Looking at a general pattern which occurs in our context, we may be interested to study quantities as lim : : ( f; z)#f (z) for n=0, 1, 2, ..., whence
Let e : (z) := :
if the series converges. A simple expression is sometimes available for e : (z). Consider the expansion (see (57)) 
For := 1 2 a cancellation occurs during the proof of (142) and the formula is of course valid for all complex numbers z:
The case :=& 
is an immediate consequence of (28). The limiting case : Ä gives a relation which is readily seen to be equivalent to a binomial formula: 
Let c=(2k?iÂ(z&z 0 ) in (106), k{0 an integer, where z&z 0 { k l for an integer l. Then the numerator in the right-hand member of (106) vanishes and the denominator does not. We mention the 
FINAL REMARKS
A basic idea in order to obtain concrete applications of the :-calculus could be to write first the classical formulas in the :-extended form. Then a typical situation is that we can isolate a factor (:& which are hoped to be useful. We illustrate the kind of procedure that may be followed with an example. For {<2 min(| j 1 (:)|, | j 1 (;)| ), formula (2) implies that
Dividing both sides of (148) by ( ;&:) and letting ; Ä :, we obtain
The relation (149) is also valid for any polynomial. For f (z)=z j , j=2l+1, we obtain the recurrence relation B 2l+1, :, 2 =& 1 2 :
for l=0, 1, 2, ... . We wish also to consider the apparent possibility to define a more general operator than b : ( ; z). Let b : (x; f; z) := :
so that b : ( f; z)=b : (0; f; z). Denote the right-hand member of (151) by F(x).
We have F (l) (0)=b : ( f (l) ; z) and thus
i.e., b : (x; f; z)=b : ( f (`);`=x+z).
Other elements of interest of the :-calculus are first the possibility to define consistently the double :-integral. An elementary geometric construction permits also to define correctly the curvilinear :-integral. A generalized version of Green Riemann Theorem is then available: G(u, v) ; u)&b : (F(u, v) ; v)) du dv.
The complex :-calculus appears in a natural way. An :-extension of Cauchy Theorem,
can be proved in the appropriate context. These points will be the main purpose of a subsequent paper.
